X-TRAPPER
Reinforced Bib Trousers

X-Trapper Bib Trousers, Rain Pants, Guy Cotten Fishing Gear. Designed for everything from surveying to logging to fishing, built with rugged waterproof ripstop fabric in safety colors.

Fishermen choose the X-trapper Bib Trousers because RipStop PVC/Nylon fabric stays flexible in the toughest conditions

- DOUBLE layer on the whole front
- Ripstop fabric outer layer
- Comfortable, supple inside layer
- TRIPLE layer on the chest area and knees
- Knees have pockets for knee pads
- Reinforced low back bottoms minimize wear and tear from walking
- Wide and comfortable suspenders with fixlock buckles
- Velcro closure at bottom to tighten around boots
- Available with orange or blue front, both with yellow back

Fabric: Nylpeche on front, Cap Coz on back
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL


Cap-Coz fabric: jersey polyester backing. Outer PVC coating. Exceptional strength, very supple, able to weather extremes of temperature, very good thermal insulation.
LOBSTER Bib Trousers with apron

Lobster Bib Trousers, Rain Pants, Guy Cotten Fishing Gear. Designed for very demanding fishing techniques, built with rugged waterproof ripstop fabric in safety colors.

- Apron to protect front
- Reinforced front
- Elasticated braces. Detachable front & back
- Side openings
- Chest pocket
- Fly with velcro
- Triple layer on knees with facilities to insert extra neoprene padding

Fabric: Nylpeche
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colour: Yellow

NEMO (CBD) Bib Trousers

Nemo (CBD) Bib Trousers, Rain Pants, Guy Cotten Fishing Gear. Designed for very demanding fishing techniques, built with rugged waterproof ripstop fabric in safety colors.

- Reinforced front
- Elasticated braces detachable front & back
- Side openings
- Chest pocket
- Fly with velcro
- Triple layer on knees with facilities to insert extra neoprene padding

Fabric: Nylpeche
Sizes: XS to XXL
Colour: Yellow
North Sea Bib, the 2-Layer trouser, rain pants, Guy Cotten Fishing Gear. Constructed with 100% waterproof fabric of unequalled strength and retaining excellent suppleness.

- Outside layer in exclusive PVC/nylon rip stop fabric
- Reinforced on the front by an inside light weight PVC lining
- Top performance in protection
- Triple layer knees with pockets for knee pads
- Adjustable heavy duty, elasticized suspenders with fixlock buckles

Fabric: Nylpeche
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colour: Yellow

_Nylpeche fabric:_ highly resistant polyamide fabric. Double sided pure PVC coating. 100% waterproof garment of unequalled strength, retaining excellent suppleness. Able to weather extremes of temperature.
A new fabric which stays very flexible even in cold weather, comfortable to wear with its inside polyester backing and a slight stretch for a better freedom of movement, strong with its thicker outside layer of PVC.

- Strong, waterproof PVC coated polyester fabric
- Inside jersey for reduced condensation
- 0.65mm thick
- High protection front and back
- Single layer bib trousers
- 4 fixlock buckles
- Heavy duty adjustable suspenders
- Waist side adjustment

Fabric: Fisher
Colour: Orange, Green
Sizes: XS to XXL
DUNDEE Bib Trousers


- High protection front and back
- Elasticated back
- Adjustable braces
- Adjustable gusset on side
- Inside knee pads compartments

Fabric: Classic
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colour: Yellow

**Classic fabric:** PVC coating on both sides of high tenacity. Polyamide/Polyester fabric. Offers a very good quality - price ratio.
Composition: High tenacity
Polyamide/Polyester. fabric (80 g/m2)
AGRIBIB Bib Trousers

A new fabric which stays very flexible even in cold weather, comfortable to wear with its inside polyester backing and a slight stretch for a better freedom of movement, strong with its thicker outside layer of PVC.

- Fully reversible (front to back) for extended wear
- High protection front and back.
- Adjustable braces.
- Adjustable gusset on side.
- Inside chest pocket.
- Strong & supple fabric with inside jersey for reduced condensation.

Fabric: Fisher
Sizes: XS to XXL
Colour: Green
DUNDEE GREEN
Bib Trousers

ULTRA LIGHT!

Simple and strong.
Good quality/price ratio.

- High frequency welded seams
- Reinforced knees
- with knee pads compartments
- Adjustable elasticated braces
- Elasticated back
- Chest pocket.
- Adjustable gusset on side

Fabric: 420
Colour: Green
Sizes: XS to XXL

Weight: 860g (Large)

- Isolatech system: an insulation technique controls condensation inside the waterproof garment
- "Magic" hood: does not obstruct vision or restrict movement, large enough to wear with a helmet
- Heavy duty zip under self grip flap
- Adjustable elasticized cuffs

Fabric: Nylpeche & Cap Coz
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Bi-colour: Yellow/Orange or Yellow/Blue


Cap-Coz fabric: jersey polyester backing. Outer PVC coating. Exceptional strength, very supple, able to weather extremes of temperature, very good thermal insulation.
HEAVY DUTY NYLPECHE RANGE

X-TRAPPER Jacket


- Ripstop fabric on lower front and sleeves
- Upper front, shoulders and back in Yellow Capcoz comfortable medium-duty fabric
- Front opening has nylon zipper under Velcro flap
- Inside elastic cuffs with adjustment by snap
- Deep hood with brim and drawcord
- Concealed elasticized cuffs with snap adjustment
- Added comfort without compromised strength at critical parts (low front and sleeves)
- Nylpeche rip stop orange fabric combined with a more flexible fabric on the shoulders and in the back

Fabric: Nylpeche & Cap Coz
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Bi-colour: Yellow/Orange


Cap-Coz fabric: jersey polyester backing. Outer PVC coating. Exceptional strength, very supple, able to weather extremes of temperature, very good thermal insulation.
GUMMY Smock Pullover

Gummy Smock Pullover, Rain Jacket. Useful for everything from fishing to forestry with waterproof heavy ripstop nylon construction.

- Ripstop fabric
- Hood with peak
- Elasticized cuffs
- Front pocket with flap

Fabric: Nylpeche
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colour: Yellow

OSTREICOLE
Long Coat

Ostreicole Long Coat, Rain Jacket, Guy Cotten Fishing Gear, Heavy Duty. Designed for very demanding activities like oysters and mussels work.

- Knee length coat.
- Kimono cut for ease of movement
- High frequency welded seams
- Heavy duty zip under double self grip flap
- Adjustable elasticated cuffs
- Waterproof pockets with self grip double flap.

Fabric: Nylpeche
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colour: Yellow, Green

BERING jacket

Bering Jacket, Guy Cotten, Fishing & Rain Gear, Fisher Fabric

- Constructed of a single layer, PVC coated polyester fabric
- Stays very flexible even in cold weather
- Strong and supple fabric Inside jersey for reduced condensation
- Hood and drawstring
- Heavy duty snaps
- Double flap

Fabric: Fisher.
Colour: Orange
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Fisher fabric: Very supple fabric with a generous coating which provides a good resistance to oils and greases. Slight stretch gives an exceptional comfort. Good strength. Composition: polyester (70g/m2), PVC coating one face (510g/m2).
TASMAN
Wide Reinforced Apron

Reinforced Apron with Straps, Guy Cotten, Nylpeche Fabric, Fishing & Rain Gear, Fish Processing.

- The ISOLATECH insulation technique for the utmost comfort, without condensation inside the front of the apron.
- Adjustable neck strap
- Eyelids and waist ties.

Fabric: Nylpeche
Sizes: S, M, L
Colours: Yellow, White


ISOLATECH (Patented system)- Insulation Technique: Condensation is a natural phenomenon that occurs inside traditional waterproofs as soon as there is a difference in temperature between the outside and the inside of the garment. Our ISOLATECH SYSTEM is using the double glazing principle. An insulating membrane covers all the body parts in contact with the garment: shoulders, chest, top of the back, belly part for the aprons. The Condensation is greatly reduced!
TBR Reinforced Wide Apron

Now X-shaped braces at the back for extra comfort

- With Isolatech Insulation
- High frequency welded seams

Fabric: Nylpeche - Colour: Yellow, White
Fabric: 420 - Colour: Green
Sizes: S, M, L
Reinforced Apron with Straps, Guy Cotten, Nylpeche Fabric, Fishing & Rain Gear, Fish Processing.

- Front and sides protection Apron. The ISOLATECH insulation technique for the utmost comfort, without condensation inside the front of the apron
- Adjustable neck strap
- Waist back tie adjustment.

Fabric: Nylpeche
Sizes: S, M, L
Colours: White


ISOLATECH (Patented system) - Insulation Technique:
Condensation is a natural phenomenon that occurs inside traditional waterproofs as soon as there is a difference in temperature between the outside and the inside of the garment. Our ISOLATECH SYSTEM is using the double glazing principle. An insulating membrane covers all the body parts in contact with the garment: shoulders, chest, top of the back, belly part for the aprons. The Condensation is greatly reduced!
PACIFIC
Full Protection Apron

- Full protection apron
- Very easy and quick to don
- Elasticized tie adjustment at the back
- Long enough to cover top of boots
- Elasticized wrists
- Ideal for a great number of activities: processing activities, aquaculture, cleaning

Fabric: Nylpeche
Sizes: S, M, L, XL
Colour: Blue, Green

COTBOT
Chest High Waders

Chest high waders in nylon fabric with extra PVC Coating for very demanding activities like oysters and mussels work.

- Very high resistance fabric with inside PVC coating and double outer PVC coating
- Reinforced knees
- High frequency welding
- Oil resistant PVC boots
- Non-slip soles

Fabric: Polypeche Nylon with extra PVC coating and jersey lining for comfort.
Nylpeche Boots

Sizes: 39 to 47
Colour: Green
OSTREA
Chest High Waders

A true chest high trouser with double thickness on legs for demanding activities like oysters and mussels work.

- Chest high waders in nylon fabric with extra PVC coating
- Large adjustable braces
- High frequency welding
- Oil resistant PVC boots
- Non-slip soles.

Fabric: Polypeche Nylon with extra PVC coating
Sizes: 39 to 47
Colour: Green
Warm, weatherproof fleece styles from Guy Cotten. Wear alone or as a mid or base layer when the weather conditions are harsh. Whether sport fishing or commercial fishing in the harshest environment, you can count on Guy Cotten to keep you warm and dry. The warmth and suppleness of the Polartec fleece fabric are like a second skin for comfort and warmth.

- Combination of warmth and protection of front and sleeves.
- Waterrepellent Polartec® 300 fleece
- Hood with drawcord
- Low front and sleeves in PVC
- Fleece lined sleeves
- 2 deep fleece lined side pockets
- 1/4 length zipper

Sizes: S, M, L, XL
Colour: Navy
REEF Trousers


- Allows a great freedom of movement, but still strong enough for medium duty work
- Elasticated waist

Fabric: Nylpeche
Sizes: S, M, L, XL
Colours: Yellow, Green

Guy Cotten Fisherman Smock, Pullover Jacket, Rain Coat. Useful for everything from fishing to forestry with Glentex fabric, jersey polyester backing and PVC outer coating.

- Waterproof, supple, elastic polyurethane
- Strong, lightweight
- Collar with concealed hood
- Neck opening with Velcro strap
- Front pocket
- Concealed elasticized cuffs

Fabric: Glentex  
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL  
Colour: Yellow top/blue bottom

**Glentex fabric**: The inside polyester combined with the suppleness of the PVC Coating ensures maximum comfort and strength. Suitable for all kinds of activities. The polyester of Glentex allows for pleasant wearability. Composition: Polyester (60g/m²), PVC Coating: (255g/m²).
BARAKA “Your Lucky Star!”
Working Floating Garment

Designed as a waistcoat, it will provide you with the qualities of a truly warm and practical garment. Worn at all times, safety assured.

- Closed cell foam lining.
- Light, warm, will not restrict your movements
- Very visible with the yellow top with the reflective bands
- Inside belt and crotch line
- Strap on the back to help the recovery.
- Reinforced stitches.
- Very warm fur lining

Fabric: Polyamide
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colour: Yellow/Blue
Isoder Jacket, Guy Cotten, Fishing & Rain Gear, Glentex Fabric. Two major innovations add to the safety and comfort of the Isoder Jacket - ultra lightweight and the Isolatech Insulation.

- **Isolatech system:** an insulation technique controls condensation inside the waterproof garment
- **Waterproof, supple, elastic polyurethane**
- **Strong, very lightweight**
- **Constructed of a single layer, PVC coated polyester fabric**
- **Stays very flexible even in cold weather**
- **Strong and supple fabric**
  Inside jersey for reduced condensation
- **Hood and drawstring**
- **Front pocket**
- **Adjustable elasticized cuffs**

Fabric: Glentex
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colour: Green

**Glentex fabric:** The inside polyester combined with the suppleness of the PVC Coating ensures maximum comfort and strength. Suitable for all kinds of activities. The polyester of Glentex allows for pleasant wearability. Composition: Polyester (60g/m²). PVC Coating: (255g/m²).
The best you can expect from a long coat, with the addition of two main innovations:

- The ISOLATECH providing more comfort with reduced condensation inside the garment.
- The “MAGIC” hood does not obstruct your vision and does not restrict your movements.
- Long coat covering the top of your boots.
- Heavy duty zip under press studs fastening.
- Two pockets with flap.
- Adjustable elasticated cuffs.

Fabric: Glentex.
Sizes: S to XXL
Colour: Green
Weight: 1,400g (XL)
Isocomb, Guy Cotten, Fishing & Rain Gear, Glentex Fabric.
Processing activities, cleaning, farming. Two major innovations add to the safety and comfort of the Isocomb - ultra lightweight and the Isolatech Insulation.

- Isolatech system: an insulation technique controls condensation inside the waterproof garment
- Waterproof, supple, elastic polyurethane
- Strong, very lightweight
- Constructed of a single layer, PVC coated polyester fabric
- Stays very flexible even in cold weather
- Strong and supple fabric
  Inside jersey for reduced condensation
- Hood and drawstring
- Elasticized cuffs

Fabric: Glentex
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colour: Green

Glentex fabric: The inside polyester combined with the suppleness of the PVC Coating ensures maximum comfort and strength. Suitable for all kinds of activities. The polyester of Glentex allows for pleasant wearability. Composition: Polyester (60g/m²). PVC Coating: (255g/m²).
BOCAGE Pants

Bocage pants, Guy Cotten, Fishing & Rain Gear, Glentex Fabric. One fits all sizes.

- Waterproof, supple, elastic polyurethane
- Strong, very lightweight
- Constructed of a single layer, PVC coated polyester fabric
- Stays very flexible even in cold weather
- Strong and supple fabric Inside jersey for reduced condensation
- Side opening
- Fly with self grip flap
- Adjustable belt to fit all sizes

Fabric: Glentex
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colour: Green

Glentex fabric: The inside polyester combined with the suppleness of the PVC Coating ensures maximum comfort and strength. Suitable for all kinds of activities. The polyester of Glentex allows for pleasant wearability. Composition: Polyester (60g/m²). PVC Coating: (255g/m²).
Agri Jacket, Guy Cotten, Fishing & Rain Gear, Cap Coz Fabric.

One major innovations add to the safety and comfort of the Isoder Jacket - the Isolatech Insulation.

- Isolatech system: an insulation technique controls condensation inside the waterproof garment
- Waterproof, supple, elastic polyurethane
- Strong, very lightweight
- Constructed of a single layer, PVC coated polyester fabric
- Stays very flexible even in cold weather
- Strong and supple fabric. Inside jersey for reduced condensation
- Hood and drawstring
- Adjustable elasticized cuffs

Fabric: Cap Coz
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colour: Green

Cap-Coz fabric: jersey polyester backing. Outer PVC coating. Exceptional strength, very supple, able to weather extremes of temperature, very good thermal insulation.
NORTH ATLANTIC 40 BLUE GLOVES
Gloves with thick granular coating for fish and meat handling. Tough, flexible, smooth coating will withstand abrasion in normal handling conditions. Additional thick granular coating on hand portion to confer excellent grip. Cuffs attachment produce extended gauntlet designed for cold temperature flexibility in fishing industry. Actifresh treated to provide some protection against organisms.
Knitted cotton lining. EN 388, EN 420.
Length: 40 cm - Colour: Blue - Size: M, L, XL

BN 30 BLUE THERMO GLOVES
Designed for cold temperatures. Tough and souple. PVC coating specially formulated to give high resistance to chemicals including corrosive chemicals, oils and greases. Additional granular coating, triple dipped, on hand portion to confer excellent grip in wet/dry and oil/solvent applications. Actifresh treated to provide some protection against organisms. Knitted seamless Cotton with knitted acrylic/wool lining.
EN 420, EN 388, EN 374-3, EN 374-2, EN 511.
Colour: Blue
Size: M, L, XL, XXL

BN 30 BLUE GLOVES
High resistance to oils and greases. Tough and souple. PVC coating specially formulated to give high resistance to chemicals including corrosive chemicals, oils and greases. Additional granular coating, triple dipped, on hand portion to confer excellent grip in wet/dry and oil/solvent applications. Actifresh treated to provide some protection against organisms. Cotton knitted seamless lining.
EN 420, EN 388, EN 374-3, EN 374-2.
Length: 30 cm - Colour: Blue
Size: M, L, XL, XXL

BN 42 RED GLOVES
BN 42 RED GLOVES
Tough and souple. PVC coating specially formulated to give good resistance to chemicals, oils and greases. Ideally suited for oils and general handling. Additional granular coating, triple dipped, on hand portion to confer excellent grip in wet/dry and oil/solvent applications. Actifresh treated to provide some protection against organisms. Cotton knitted seamless lining. Gauntlet of gloves very supple even in the coldest conditions. EN 420, EN 388.
Length: 42 cm - Colour: Red
Size: M, L, XL, XXL

BN GRIP GREEN GLOVES
EN 420, EN 388.
Colour: Green
Size: M, L, XL
VAUBAN SAFETY BOOTS
Colour: Yellow
Size: 39 to 47

AGRI SAFETY BOOTS
Colour: Green
Size: 39 to 47

ASTRON BOOTS White
Made for food industry PVC/NITRILE
Colour: White
Size: 5 to 13

ASTRON BOOTS Blue
Very warm PVC boots lined with removable warm foam socks. Very light and resistant. Excellent insulation. Spare warm socks available separately.
Colour: Blue
Size: 5 to 13
NYLPECHE CUFFS
In PVC coated fabric. Worn over the gloves for a good protection of arms. Elasticated ends.
Fabric: Nylpeche.
One size (42cm)
Colour: Yellow

AQUA CUFFS
In PVC coated fabric. Worn over the gloves for a good protection of arms. Neoprene seal at wrist. Self grip with adjustment on top of arms.
Fabric: Cap Coz. Colour: Orange
Size: Small (40cm long), Large (46cm long)

REPAIR KIT

WATERPROOF BAGS
Large Holdall. Completely waterproof.
Heavy duty PVC coated polyamide fabric.
Wide high-frequency welding for extra strength. Heavy duty zip fastening under velcro flap. Handle and shoulder strap.
Zip pocket. Side straps.
Fabric: ferrasac.
Guy Cotten has been making foul weather rain gear and high-quality marine clothing for over 30 years. Guy Cotton offers a complete line of rain gear, yachting wear, fleece clothing and commercial fishing clothing. The commercial fishing line form Guy Cotten contains modern materials ranging from Windpro Polartec to Guy Cotten’s own PVC/polyester fabric blends. Guy Cotten’s clothing is proudly “Made in FRANCE” for use in the outdoors and commercial fishing industry.

Guy Cotten's heavy duty commercial rain jackets and bibs are made of Nylpeche fabric a highly resistant polyamide fabric. Guy Cotten's Commmerical Fishing Jackets are made with a double sided pure PVC coating, 100% waterproof, are of unequalled strength, and retain excellent suppleness. Guy Cotten's rain gear is able to weather extremes of temperature.